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Background
The Victorian Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning Committee received the
following Terms of Reference from the Legislative Assembly on 1 May 2019:
An inquiry into the current and future arrangements to secure environmental
infrastructure, particularly parks and open space, for a growing population in
Melbourne and across regional centres to the Environment and Planning Committee
for consideration and report no later than 31 December 2020.
The Committee’s reporting date has since been extended to 30 June 2021 and is seeking
submissions from Local Government by 28 September 2020.
Examples of environmental infrastructure of particular interest to the Committee include
parks and open space, sporting fields, forest and bushland, wildlife corridors and
waterways. The Committee is primarily interested in environmental infrastructure that is
within or close to urbanised areas.

Brimbank Response to Key issues
The benefits of accessing and using different types of environmental infrastructure
Brimbank’s open spaces network provides a wide variety of opportunity for the
community to access high quality parks and playgrounds, interact with nature within
conservation reserves and along waterways corridors and utilise a variety of sporting
facilities. Natural open spaces have physical and mental health benefits for our
community, are accessible locally, and incur no financial costs for use.
Council has been investing in Environmental Infrastructure (EI) in relation to parks since
2008 with the adoption of Creating Better Parks Policy & Plan (CBP). CBP proposed a
$34m transformation of the park network and to date, Council has invested $35m and
upgraded 111 parks.
The result is that previously barren and underutilised parks are now well used and
offering a multitude of experiences for users. The community is now very connected to
the park network as expressed by the following feedback from a resident:
“It's great to see council investing in the community in the form of parks, it makes
me feel proud of where we live, and encourages me to get outdoors more often
with the kids.”

Council's parks are loved and used by a very multi-cultural community where good
design connects with people from different ethnic backgrounds. Council is a leader in the
provision of EI through the delivery of CBP and the following:









Creating Better Parks Policy & Plan (2016)
Sustainable Water Management Strategy (2013)
Cycling & Walking Strategy (2016)
Urban Forest Strategy (2016)
Greening The West (2013)
Brimbank Biodiverstiy Strategy (2012-2022)
Brimbank Habitat Connectivity Plan (2018-2023)
Sports Facility Development Plan (2018)

A great example of this approach is Sunvale Community Park in Sunshine which is one of
six Flagship Parks across Brimbank. This is the first passive park to store treated
stormwater underground for irrigation use. This Park was designed by Council with
specialist support and this year received two Victorian ‘Park of The Year Awards’ from
the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects and Parks & Leisure Australia.
A partnership approach across the organisation is now focused on creating ‘Oasis Parks’
where integrated design that seek stormwater capture, treatment and reuse as irrigation
for cooling and greening parks. The focus is on sporting reserves that also provide
passive recreation through playgrounds, outdoor gym equipment, circuit paths and
extensive tree planting.
Parks will need to function as cool places to mitigate the impacts of increasing
heatwaves expected this century and both green and blue infrastructure is required.
Council has also implemented a Cycling and Walking Strategy (2016) that seeks an
integrated cycling and walking network across the municipality. Around 35km of Shared
User Paths (SUP) have been installed along waterways to make these important EI
corridors accessible to residents. SUP have also been installed to support active
transport movement across the municipality creating connections to activity centres,
parks, schools and beyond in other municipalities and ultimately the Melbourne CBD.
In 2012 the Brimbank Biodiversity Strategy was adapted as part of Council’s ongoing
commitment to protect, maintain and enhance the City’s biodiversity values whilst
encouraging community awareness and interactions with the natural environment.
Over 390 hectares are managed for the purpose of biodiversity including remnant
grasslands areas that are federally protected. These ecologies were once widespread and
are now fragmented but vital to retain biodiversity and, until recently, were closed to the
public. In 2017 Council introduced a new program, nature places, which showcases the
beauty and value of endangered grasslands whilst providing access to nature in a guided
and safe manner.
The Brimbank community are connected and active in caring for the City’s natural
environment including the management significant grasslands reserves supporting rare
and threatened species. ‘Friends of’ groups ongoing contributions have significantly
increased habitat values along waterway corridors including Kororoit Creek and the
Maribyrnong River. The Brimbank community including the Cairnlea Conservation
Reserves Committee and Management and the Friends of Kororoit Creek are a great
example of community lead action.
In addition Council’s investment into sporting reserves has been guided by the Sports
Facility Development Plan since 2012. During this time Council has invested over $51M
into upgrading and building new sporting facilities for the Brimbank community.
The Sports Facility Development Plan contains a comprehensive strategy for the
management and development of sport and recreation facilities in Brimbank. This Plan

identifies the key sporting infrastructure challenges posed by recreation participation
trends and, population and demographic changes in Brimbank, and presents solutions for
these challenges within the constraints of the likely available budget.
New and updated sport and recreation facilities are an important part of getting more
people, more active, more often. By providing accessible, affordable and high-quality
sport and recreation facilities, Brimbank City Council is offering residents more
opportunities to get active and involved in their communities. These opportunities are
critical in assisting with addressing the significant health and wellbeing challenges faced
by the Brimbank Community which have been identified in the recent Growing Brimbank
research. These facilities are also critical as Brimbank was one of the most impacted
areas during the COVID-19 Pandemic, with them being critical in assisting the
community recover from COVID-19.
The impact of population growth in Melbourne and regional centres on the provision and
preservation of environmental infrastructure
Increasing populations, added pressure for different land uses, will require a concerted
effort locally and regionally to provide a wide range of experiences, facilities that are
accessible to the community. There is a need to provide more urban greenery and
ecology, support walking and provide a variety of functions that supports activities in
public spaces. Good design of EI will ensure the city can support an active community
while provide connection to nature, biodiversity and heat mitigation.
Councils Sports Facility Development plan identifies there is a demand gap for sports
grounds both now and in the future. Brimbank is currently short of 9 sportsgrounds, with
this number growing to 12 by 2027. The growing population is only going to increase
demand further and place additional use on existing sportsgrounds, which will increase
maintenance costs further and preservation of this environmental infrastructure even
more difficult.
Council is developing a draft Creating Better Streets Policy that will reconsider how
streets are designed. The focus will be on designing streets to capture stormwater to
support a greener, cooler streets while encouraging walking to schools, parks and local
shopping centre with wider footpaths. Street layouts need to prioritise active transport of
local communities.
With an increase in density, the protection of trees on public and private land is required
to ensure trees are not removed but considered in the provision of a denser city.
Council is developing a draft Brimbank Tree Policy that will detail the importance of trees
in the provision of EI. Trees are too often considered as an asset that can easily be
removed. The value of trees for a liveable city needs to be promoted and supported
across Melbourne. This is discussed further below.
Differences in the availability of environmental infrastructure between different suburbs
and between different regional centres
Melbourne like most other cities has a variety of suburban typologies, EI systems and
different cultural influences. Good design can connect all of these but requires a whole of
city approach.
Local governments provide many services with some services not provided equally
across the sector. For example, all Local governments have an Engineering team to
design roads but many do not have an Urban Design team to deliver EI.
This was the case at Brimbank City Council prior to 2008. Council now provides urban
design services that deliver EI in parks and streets to improve the liveability of this
municipality through the provision of nature in the city. For example, Council has been

delivering CBP and Greening The West (discussed below) and these two combine is
significantly changing the EI aspect of the park network in regards to heat mitigation.
The following image shows the increase in tree canopy cover with 2009 barren, 2018
developing and the projected canopy cover for 2028 will be at least 30% at International
Gardens Reserve in St Albans. Blue indicates areas with cooler temperatures.

Having a strategic approach to the delivery of EI can minimise differences between
suburbs with all open spaces having abundant EI. Where the provision of EI cannot be
provided for some suburbs to due open space shortages, maximising EI where possible
and providing good active transport connections between suburbs so people can easily
move to other EI destinations, is important.
Other land parcels such as schools should be considered for public use in areas where
the provision of EI is restricted due to limited public space. All schools are potential sites
where greening and stormwater capture and re-use should occur. Green, cool schools for
children will support their education experience and the benefit of community as a whole
though an increase in EI across the whole of Melbourne.
If Melbourne is to become a resilient city as a whole, the provision of EI design services
must be consistent across all government sectors.
The effectiveness of current legislation and planning provisions in securing
environmental infrastructure
Brimbank was one of the first councils to successfully have specific requirements for the
provision of trees in front and back yards in planning schedules for single unit
developments. A key component of this success was the positioning of the Greening The
West (2013) vision which seeks to increase tree canopy cover across the west from
below 10% to 30% to mitigate the impacts of heatwaves.

Council was able to successfully demonstrate what greening was occurring on public
land, while private land greening was lacking and needed to be part of this vision. The
greening of both private and public land is required, if Brimbank residents are to live in a
greener, cooler city.
The above tree requirements need to be applied to the whole of Melbourne to ensure
that trees are provided when single lots are subdivided, as Melbourne becomes a denser
city. In the west of Melbourne, tree canopy is increasing while in the east of Melbourne,
tree canopy cover is declining because trees are being removed from single lot
developments. The planning scheme needs to be consistent for all of Melbourne to
ensure a consistent urban forest is achieved across all suburbs.
In addition, in the growth corridors and for the rezoning of land from industrial to
residential, landscape or EI frameworks should be the beginning of the planning process
and not the end. Too often urban vegetation fills in the gaps rather than establishing the
framework of development with other services designed around the provision of EI.
In Brimbank, Council has measured the canopy cover in the suburb of Derrimut, built in
the early 2000’s and it is currently around 3% and may only ever rise a small amount
due to the lack of space for EI in building this suburb. This will be a hot suburb to live in
to the future.
As mentioned above, Council has numerous polices and strategies that guide the
improvement and management of EI to ensure that all of the community engages with
and uses a variety of green places.
Existing delays or obstacles to securing environmental infrastructure

In addition to the above Planning Scheme issues, other obstacles are:
1. Electric Line Clearance Guidelines which results in many urban trees being
severely pruned and not reaching their full capacity as EI. The pruning is required
to minimise the risk of fires but fires in the city are not generally caused by trees.
And as trees are pruned then in summer, they cannot cool the city as effectively
thereby creating demand from the power gird through air conditioning. Different
guidelines for urban trees need to be established urgently to ensure trees under
wires can grow to their full potential in addition to the right tree being planted in
the right place.
2. Department of Transport (DoT) Clear Zone Planting Guidelines that limit tree
planting on roads over 80kms. In the western suburbs most of the freeways and
highways now have crash barriers, but have not been planted. DoT need to
commit to greening of these roads which would create green corridors for many
kilometres across the west.
3. In 2019 Living Melbourne: our metropolitan urban forest was released and
endorsed by 31 councils and other state agencies. This was delivered by the
Resilient Melbourne team. With changes to Resilient Melbourne it is
recommended that the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) take on the responsibility of delivering the objectives of this document
to ensure that equitable EI occurs across all Melbourne.
4. A commitment to the inclusion of significant GI is required on all transport
infrastructure projects. Improving the transport networks is supported and
necessary while making these improvements with integrated GI will ensure that
the provision of GI across Melbourne is increased.
5. The Victorian Planning and Environment Act 1987 guidelines for the removal,
destruction and lopping of native vegetation inconsistences with Federal

legislation. The guidelines lack strength and weight in assessing application to
maintain biodiversity values in situ with the current avoid and minimisation
approach. This is compounded by the fact targeted surveys are not required for
nationally significant rare and threatened species and the systems relies on
modelled species maps.
6. Historically Brimbank Sporting facilities have been of a low standard, with the
Sports Facility Development Plans introduction in 2012 leading the way to bring
these facilities up to a high standard. However, the back log of poor quality
projects is still being addressed in 2020, with ongoing significant funding required
to ensure the Brimbank community has the sports facilities to meet its needs.
7. Approvals from adjoining land owners.
8. Clean up and costs associated with sites of legacy soil contamination.
The impact of COVID-19 on the importance, use and design of environmental
infrastructure
The open space network across Brimbank has seen a dramatic increase in use of parks
and waterway corridors from the community. This is interesting to note for Brimbank
because as described above, prior to 2008 Council’s parks were poor quality and not
used. Given the transformation that have taken place, our park network has easily
accommodated the increase in use.
It must be noted though that sports have been cancelled so passive use has taken over
parks. Observations all over Brimbank confirm that numbers ranging between 30-50
people are using Flagship and Suburban Parks (at key times during the day) for cycling,
skating, ball games, Frisbee, sitting, walking, jogging, dog walking and creating
‘Spoonville’ communities (refer to image below).

Designing quality places is the key to ensuing that parks and other public spaces provide
EI functions and infrastructure that supports all the above activities. A robust and

comprehensive GI network supports the community's resilience to deal with pandemics
and shocks associated with climate change.
As previously mentioned, while formal sports facility use has not been allowed during
COVID-19 restrictions, they will play a vital role in supporting the heavily impacted
Brimbank community in the recovery phase of the Pandemic. Sports clubs and facilities
provide the community with an opportunity to gather and support each other, with these
social connections and support vital for the overall health and wellbeing of the Brimbank
community.
Examples of best practice and innovative approaches to securing environmental
infrastructure in other jurisdictions
Greening The West is an important regional partnership for the west. In 2011 City West
Water called for a ‘think tank’ following the 2009 Victorian Bushfires. 173 people died in
the bushfire but 374 died in the heatwave leading to the bushfire. Many of the heatwave
deaths occurred in the north and western suburbs where tree canopy is on average
below 10%
Greening The West was released in 2013 with a vison to increase tree canopy cover in
the west. Since then, it has attracted approximately $40m worth of funding for a variety
of GI projects. These include Upper Stony Creek Transformation Project(see below), 1
million Tree Planting Project and Greening The Pipeline Project.
In addition to this, all Local governments in the partnership now have Urban Forest
Strategies and there is sharing of knowledge and commitment to greening. The tree
canopy cover in the west is starting to increase as a result of this partnership approach
to mitigating heatwaves. Greening The West has received six industry awards with the
most recent being the 2019 Premier’s Sustainability Award for Environmental Protection.
Greening The West is a great demonstration of how Living Melbourne could be delivered
for all regions across Melbourne.
GI advocacy is also happening through professional bodies such as the Australian
Institute of Landscape Architects who have released a position statement tilted, Green
Infrastructure Position Statement. The following is an excerpt from the introduction for
this document:
“Green infrastructures (GI) are the strategically planned networks of natural and
semi-natural areas in urban and regional settlements that provide environmental,
social and economic benefits to society. Governments and the wider community
have for centuries relied on urban natures such as parks and public spaces to
improve the social and environmental conditions of our built environments.
Confronting today’s challenges presented by global warming, urban migration and
environmental decline requires new forms of infrastructure and new approaches
to landscape planning and management in our urban and regional settlements.
Many of our urban environmental and social problems require strategies and
interventions that are multidisciplinary and collaborative; crossing jurisdictional
boundaries and involving a broad range of stakeholders; particularly, community
organisations, property owners and the private sector. GI provides a framework
for delivering such benefits to society.”

Collaborative management and enhancement of the natural environment through state
and local government initiatives including Melbourne Water and Council incentive
schemes and grants delivers across a both public and private land tenures. An example
of this is the State government’s Peri-urban Weed Management Partnership which
funded the Maribyrnong Valley Connection Project to address a wide range of threats to
biodiversity. The project is hosted by Brimbank, coordinating works across 4
municipalities.
Finally, an exemplar in collaboration is the Upper Stony Creek Transformation project.
This is a partnership project with DELWP, City West Water, Melbourne Water,
Development Victoria, Brimbank City Council and Greenfleet with the Federal
Government the major fund partner. This is $11.6m project seeks a blue/green
transformation of an existing concrete channel and retarding basin to a natural waterway
and wetland system along Stony Creek in Sunshine North. The vision is to create a ‘Cool
Zone’ to mitigate the impacts of heatwaves and flooding for local residents. See image
below of wetland nearing completion, taken in September 2020.

For further information, please contact Adrian Gray, Manager Urban Design,

